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Is Preventative Botox a Scam? 

By Erin Lukas | October 17, 2018 

	
 
I often find myself in front of my mirror making facial expressions and then inspecting whether 
my wrinkles are still there when I stop. At 30 years old, I have faint lines at the outer corners of 
my eyes and a couple of creases around my mouth whenever I smile, but they quickly 
disappear once I relax my face. When the day comes that my crows feet and laugh lines have 
settled in, there’s a good chance I’ll get Botox — but until then, no way.  
 
I think preventative Botox is kind of a scam. 
 
Preventative Botox is used to prevent wrinkles and fine lines from forming, or injected during the 
early stages of fine lines and wrinkles to stop them in their tracks. Many doctors recommend it 
as a preemptive solution to a problem.  
 
“I usually say that the time to really start preventative Botox is when you see a faint line starting 
to form when your face is at rest,” says Dara Liotta, double board certified cosmetic and 
reconstructive plastic surgeon in New York City. “Anyone without Botox will have lines when 
they animate their face, but if you rest your face, and you start to see a faint line in the area, 
that’s the beginning of a wrinkle, and preventative Botox can help before the line becomes more 
permanent.” 
 
I’m not against preventative Botox because I think that getting injections will make my face look 
frozen or fake, or because I’m scared of needles. Instead, my aversion stems from not knowing 
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what Botox will do over time — if I ever decide to stop getting it, I worry about the adverse 
effects it could have. 
 
As it turns out, some doctors agree.  
 
“Typically, botulinum toxin injections [like Botox] are started when lines and wrinkles start to 
form, not prior to the appearance of any symptoms,” says Patricia Wexler, M.D., dermatologist 
and founder of Wexler Dermatology in New York City. “If the toxin is started too early, before 
any lines or wrinkles exist, the muscles and skin overlying the muscles can eventually become 
atrophic (thin), and look prematurely aged.” 

RELATED: This Needle-Free Treatment Is Being Called "the Botox of the Far East" 

According to Dr. Wexler, this is especially true of the forehead. Injecting Botox for many years 
can lead to muscle loss in the area that’s being treated, and flattening of the forehead muscle — 
and, importantly, the skin on top of it. This means you can end up with even more wrinkles than 
you originally had, plus visibly protruding veins. Hers is just one of many professional opinions 
on the subject — I spoke with numerous dermatologists, and all of them made slightly different 
arguments for or against preventative Botox. 

“When I first started teaching this to resident physicians nearly 25 years ago, I injected some 
young physicians since they wanted to experience the treatment themselves even though they 
didn't have wrinkles yet,” says Loretta Ciraldo, MD, FAAD, a Miami-based dermatologist and co-
founder of Dr. Loretta Skincare. “Many of these young physicians have wrinkled much less than 
expected and I do believe this is based on the ‘preventative nature,’ but there really aren't any 
studies on this yet, so it is just anecdotal at this point.”  

Dr. Ciraldo also says that she’s seen the muscles weaken around the frown line in some 
patients she’s been treating with Botox for 24 years, although it isn’t always obvious. Ava 
Shamban, MD, Beverly Hills dermatologist and founder of SKIN FIVE, agrees.  

“We do see the frown muscles weaken if treated three to four times a year,” she says. “It isn’t 
seen around the eyes or in the forehead. If the treatments with Botox stop, the muscle 
movement begins again.” This means that when the muscles move again, it’s possible the 
wrinkles will return, or fully form if they hadn’t before. So, “preventative” Botox only prevents 
wrinkles as long as it’s kept up. 

As Dr. Ciraldo mentioned, the reason that it’s impossible to nail down one concrete medical 
opinion on preventative Botox is because the evidence of its efficacy is all anecdotal. Although 
there have been studies on using Botox preventatively, using the toxin this way isn’t actually 
FDA-approved. Botox has FDA approval to be used for existing wrinkles on just three facial 
areas (crows feet, forehead lines, and frown lines between the eyebrows) — and this limited 
approval took almost 15 years. 

“When companies get things FDA-approved it takes many years, thousands of subjects, and is 
very expensive,” says Nicci Levy, founder of Alchemy 43, a chain of medi spas. “Typically what 
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these companies do with getting cosmetic approval is that they pick one thing to get approval on 
and add other things later.”  
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